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Tudor Vladimirescu neighborhood community
Inhabitants of the Block 24 - Armoniei street
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ABOUT IMPROVING TUDOR

The IMPROVING TUDOR International Workshop on Architecture and Urban Planning, which took
place between April 1-6, 2019, in Tirgu Mures, was initiated by the UNDAVERDE Association in
collaboration with the Faculty of Architecture, ULB Brussels and the Faculty of Architecture, UTCN
Cluj-Napoca . Based on several activities, the project has promised to deliver sustainable proposals
for socialist neighborhoods and blocks and creative solutions to intervene in built-up funds and
public spaces in order to improve the quality of life for the residents.
For a week, 37 students and professors from the “La Cambre Horta” Architecture Faculty, ULB from
Brussels and the Faculty of Architecture, UTCN from Cluj-Napoca analysed the Tudor Vladimirescu
neighborhood in Tirgu Mures in order to propose ideas for raising awareness about socialist
block issues - on topics such as improving the energy performance of neighborhood buildings and
sustainability- and looking for possible models of urban policies developed through interaction with
the local community. In the end, the local government could use the projects for the development
strategy of Tîrgu-Mureş.

Tudor Vladimirescu neighbourhood in Tîrgu-Mureș

The essence of the workshop was the future of the socialist neighborhoods, and the Romanian and
Belgian students were working in mixed teams in order to analyse the following areas of interest
for such a district: ADMINISTRATION, DENSITY, ENERGY, MOBILITY, SOCIALIZATION, PUBLIC SPACE.
The resulted projects from the workshop aimed the general community through schemes and
friendly drawings with the vistors of the final exhibition, which was hold on Saturday, April 6, at the
TUDOR CITY DAY event.

ABOUT IMPROVING TUDOR
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The first day session of conferences meant to give the students an overview of the topics of the
workshop, where have been invited Romeo Cuc (from UNDAVERDE Association), Răzvan Şipoş (chief
architect of Mureş County), Coralia Goicovici (from the Urbanism Service of Tîrgu-Mureş Town
Hall), Angela Kovacs (OAR President-Mureş Branch), Raluca Sabău (from UNDAVERDE Association),
Marius Şoflete (Creative Engineering), Isabelle Prignot (from ULB) and Bernard Deprez ( from ULB
side).

During the Tudor Neighborhood Day, took place the exhibition of projects generated by the
workshops Improving Tudor 2019, TudorDurabil 2015 and the exhibition of the diploma project of
arch. Raluca Sabău, THE POSSIBLE NEIGHBORHOOD, a project that was translated into a 1: 1 scale
layout on the facade of the block in the Harmony Park. Thus, the proposed temporary installation
of architecture has been able to illustrate for the inhabitants how to turn a “BLOCK INTO FUTURE”
(the residences extend their surfaces with sunny and green terraces).

Studied area within the workshop - Tudor Vladimirescu Neighborhood

Moreover, the MNEMONICS project (www.mnemonics.ro) was presented at the Tudor District Day
and invited the community to play, and visual artists Laura Borotea and Petre Capriţă, together with
their students from the Tîrgu-Mureş Art Vocational High School, have offered to the visitors the
opportunity to experiment the urban art between their blocks.
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ABOUT IMPROVING TUDOR on behalf of the coordinators

WORKSHOP IMPROVING TUDOR PARTICIPANTS
Coordinators:
Romeo CUC (arhitect, inginer, UTCN)
Bernard DEPREZ (arhitect, ULB)
Isabelle PRIGNOT (arhitect, ULB)
Students Teams and approached topics:
ADMINISTRATION
George VORNICU
Andrei-Ioan AGUT
Angelica MUNTEANU
Monica Nicoleta ELISEI
Delia PETRASCU
Laura IACOB
DENSITY
Samira HUBERTY
Kinga FARKAS
Andreea ANDRIES
Zsolt GEDO
Nimrod NAGY
Albert AVRAM
ENERGY
Nadina STROIA
Ioana RUJOI-RADU
David MUTNEAN
Alexandra CÎMPEAN
Marie PETRAULT
Alma CRAIOVEANU

WORKSHOP RESULTS

MOBILITY
Razvan FARCAS
Simona COSMA
Caroline FROMENT
Cannel BESNARD
Malina ENCIAN
Beniamin BORDEA
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SOCIAL
Teodor-Vlad RAT
Natalia CHABOTEUX
Alexandra VELCHEREAN
Paula PRIFTI
Maria LOKODI
PUBLIC SPACE
Mara Roxana OPREA
Simon GARNIER
Hatus DEOLINDO
Beatrice Otilia KERTESZ
Andreea BICA

Isabelle Prignot

Bernard Deprez

Romeo Cuc

The following pages present the proposals made by almost 35 students from the 3rd
and 4th year of study of the Faculty of Architecture at Cambre Horta (ULB-Brussels) and from
the Faculty of Architecture at UTCN Cluj-Napoca, proposals made with the aim of improving the
quality of life in the Tudor Vladimirescu neighborhood in Tirgu Mures, relying on sustainability,
durability and community involvement. They worked in mixed teams of 5-6 students and studied
this very representative neighborhood for the typologies that resulted from the “systematization” a population shift policy initiated by Ceausescu in 1965 and the initiation of an intense construction
wave until the 1980s. Tudor is also the largest residential district of Tirgu Mures - 12,000 of the
150000 inhabitants of the city are living in this neighborhood.
This wave has spread systematically throughout Romania, reproducing identically some
building models across the country and configuring the new neighborhoods, forming open
islands. After almost 40 years of intensive use, these buildings require renovation and, like the
spaces around them, which, when they are not reserved / occupied by children’s playgrounds, are
mostly disregarded, exploited as parking places and privatized by the public - the famous model of
garages built between blocks. Therefore, time is favourable for an in-depth reflection on the most
appropriate way of revive these spaces for the next fifty years. Especially because a leverage effect
is imaginable as a result of the reproducibility of solutions across the country.
In this context, the students were coordinated by their teachers from Cluj and Brussels:
Romeo Cuc, Bernard Deprez and Isabelle Prignot. They made it possible, that the issues and the
possible solutions to be as clear as possible for an uninitiated audience, namely for neighborhood
residents. Around 1: 1 scale model illustrating “a possible renovation” (inspired by the Possible
Neighborhood of Raluca Sabau and by the work of the following architect: Lacaton-Vasal and by the
Undaverde Association through Romeo Cuc), besides the decorative works made by students Laurea
Borotea and Petre Capriţă from the Târgu-Mureş Art Vocational High School, the students exposed
their reflections and continued the day with discussions and interviews with the inhabitants of all
ages. The aim of it was to identify together with them new reserves spaces, new sources of ideas,
functions, meetings and links.
Moreover, students’ projects from the TudorDurabil Workshop 2015 were exhibited too.
In that time, the Tudor Neighborhood was the subject of the work of INSA Strasbourg students
under the guidance of Isabelle Prignot and Romeo CUC, as well as INSA Professor Emmanuelle
Andréani. The projects were then the subject of a local exhibition.
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PICTURES DURING THE WORKSHOP IMPROVING TUDOR

Visit in neighborhood. Interaction with the community.
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Thematic conferences. Workshop sessions in teams.
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Final presentation of the projects in Tudor Vladimirescu neighborhood.
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ADMINISTRATION

GSEducationalVersion

GSEducationalVersion
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GSEducationalVersion

GSEducationalVersion
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GSEducationalVersion
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GSEducationalVersion
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DENSITY
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氀漀最椀挀⸀ 츀渀 愀挀攀猀琀 昀攀氀 攀猀琀攀 猀甀猀ᬂ椀渀甀琀́ 攀挀漀渀漀洀椀愀 氀漀挀愀氀́Ⰰ 猀攀 椀洀瀀氀攀ⴀ
洀攀渀琀攀愀稀́ 渀椀ᤂ琀攀 猀漀氀甀ᬂ椀椀 洀甀氀琀 洀愀椀 搀甀爀愀戀椀氀攀 渀 琀椀洀瀀 ᤂ椀Ⰰ 搀愀挀́ 攀猀琀攀
渀攀挀攀猀愀爀Ⰰ 洀甀氀琀 洀愀椀 甀ᤂ漀爀 搀攀 渀氀漀挀甀椀琀⸀

䰀甀洀椀渀愀 渀愀琀甀爀愀氀́ 渀 猀瀀愀ᬂ椀甀氀 搀椀渀琀爀攀 戀氀漀挀甀爀椀 瘀愀爀愀

倀爀漀戀氀攀洀攀㨀
娀漀渀愀 挀攀渀琀爀愀氀́ 氀椀瀀猀椀琀́ 搀攀 甀洀戀爀́ 瀀攀 渀琀爀攀愀最愀 搀甀爀愀琀́ 愀 稀椀氀攀椀⸀
嘀攀最攀琀愀ᬂ椀愀 挀攀 愀爀 瀀甀琀攀愀 漀昀攀爀椀 甀洀戀爀́ 攀 愀ᤂ攀稀愀琀́ 瀀攀爀椀洀攀琀爀愀氀⸀
匀漀氀甀ᬂ椀椀㨀
䄀洀攀渀樀愀爀攀愀 搀攀 猀瀀愀ᬂ椀椀 甀洀戀爀椀琀攀 渀 挀攀渀琀爀甀氀 瀀愀爀挀甀氀甀椀⸀
倀氀愀渀琀愀爀攀愀 搀攀 愀爀戀漀爀椀 渀 挀攀渀琀爀甀⸀
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Se regăsesc câteva elemente care
creează discomfort în cartier:

1

Lipsa iluminatului stradal
Pietoni nu se simt in siguranta in cartier
pe timp de noapte si acest lucru creaza
sentimentul de frica, in special pentru
copii.

Pentru a remedia aceasta problema noi
propunem amplasarea stalpilor de
iluminat public suplimentari care sa
completeze absenta acestora si sa ofere o
stare de siguranta pietonului in orice
moment al zilei.

MOBILITY

2
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Zgomotul abundent

Persoanele in varsta pot fi deranjate de zgomotul provocat uneori
de trafic.
Noi propunem dezvoltarea vegetatiei care poate
actiona ca o bariera ce ar
ameliora propagarea zgomotelor dinspre strada.
Totodata aceasta interventie ar contribui la im
bunatatirea ambiantei
generale a traseelor pietonale si a cartierului.

35

3 Lipsa rampelor pentru persoanele cu dizabilitati
Persoanele cu dizabilitati sunt neglijate si
puse in dificultate. Spatiile publice nu dispun
de rampe ceea ce poate ingreuna mobilitatea
unor persoane.


Una din principalele problem ale cartierului este lipsa
infrastructurii pentru utilizatorii mijloacelor de
transport velo: biciclete, trotinete, role, skateboard, etc.

Se propune o reamenajare
a albiei râului pentru a
facilita și încuraja
activitățile sportive în aer

Plasarea de rampe adiacente scarilor poate
imbunatatii mobilitatea cartierului in general si a oferii acces usor pentru toata lumea.
De asemenea instalarea de emitatoare pentru atentionarea sonora a nevazatorilor este o aditie necesara.

4

Lipsa amenajarilor pentru animalele de
companie.

Animalele cetatenilor nu au
spatii special amenajate
pentru acestea si nici cosuri de
gunoi care sa promoveze curatarea in urma animalului.
Pentru rezolvarea acestei probleme
propunem amenajarea traseelor
principale cu lazi cu nisip si cosuri
echipate cu pungi pentru curatarea
resturilor.

Propunere pavare a
5 zonelor
neamenajate si

de schimbare a pavajului deteriorat.
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Totodata se propune si implementarea unui
sistem de biciclete publice pe care le poate
accesa orice cetățean și a unor parcări
personale securizate de biciclete.
Pentru a asigura protecția
bicicliștilor și pentru a evita
zona deja aglomerată a
cartierului, am izolat benzile
de biciclete și am gandit un
traseu ocolitor pe albia râului.
Deasemenea am marit
numarul de rampe
pentru a facilita
accesul.
37
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Cartierul dispune de un numar mare de stații de autobuz
de unde cetățenii se pot deplasa peste tot în oraș dar cea
mai mare problemă este timpul de așteptare.
Cetatenii sunt nevoiti sa astepte intre 30 si 60 de minute
pentru urmatorul autobuz in caz ca il pierd pe cel precedent.

Se observa ca oamenii prefera sa
foloseasca masina in locul oricarui alt tip de mijloc de transport. Acest lucru face ca spatiul
public sa e dominat de garaje si
astfel sa isi piarda calitatea
Se propune eliminarea garajelor și înlociuirea acestora cu
spații de parcare dezvoltate
pe vertical aaate în diferite
locuri din cartier.
Aceste parcări nu se aaă la mai
mult de 5 minute de mers pe
jos fata de orice cladire de
apartamente din zonă.

Se propune marirea numărului de autobuze
disponibile pentru fuecare linie ceea ce ar
duce la creșterea frecvenței acestora si ar
diminua considerabil timpul de așteptare.

Deasemenea se propune achiziționarea
de autobuze performante si
înbunătățirea stării stațiilor de autobuz
prin dotarea lor cu platforme inaltate
pentru a facilita accesul penrsoanelor in
varsta si cu dizabilitati. Totodata si
implementarea de aparate de eliberat
bile
bilete corespunzatoare.

Propuneri pentru
imbunatatirea
statiilor de
autobuz

Problema cumpărăturilor poate
eﬃcient rezolvată prin gândirea unui system de depozitare
la parterul clădirilor. În fata
blocurilor se aaă atât locuri de
parcare temporare, cât și locuri
de parcare destinate perdezabilit
soanelor cu dezabilități.

Parcare
sigura
38

Parcare echipata
pentru masinile
electrice
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SOCIALIZATION
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Unde putem să ne jucăm?

Unde putem desena?

Unde putem petrece timp împreună?

Unde ne putem odihni?

Unde ne putem plimba?
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PUBLIC SPACE
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TUDOR NEIGHBORHOOD DAY
52

LOCALIZATION TUDOR NEIGHBORHOOD DAY
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AXONOMETRY WITH PROPOSED ACTIVITIES FOR THE NEIGHBORHOOD DAY
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POSSIBLE NEIGHBORHOOD.
Architectural interventions in the post-socialist city Urban regeneration of the Tudor Vladimirescu, Neighborhood Tîrgu-Mureș

POSSIBLE NEIGHBORHOOD, arch. Raluca Sabău

Raluca Sabău

56

THE POSSIBLE NEIGHBORHOOD is about proximity, functional mix, sustainability, urban
regeneration, architectural rehabilitation, improving the quality of life in a neighborhood of
socialist blocks, Tudor Vladimirescu of Târgu-Mureş. The paper aims to carry out a critical
assessment of the socialist patrimony of housing, by analyzing a specific and representative
neighborhood, seeking the formulation of a possible model of urban regeneration and
architectural rehabilitation through context-sensitive interventions. Understanding the evolution
of these neighborhoods, the proposals relate to interventions in the public space, the conversion
of existing buildings that lost their role - district thermal power stations - and densification - the
expansion of socialist blocks, the use of roofs as common spaces and greenhouses, the addition
of structures attached to calcaneus and their use for new typologies of housing. Interventions
and working tools come as an attempt to revitalize post-socialist space.
The architectural installation, the model scale 1: 1 on the facade of one of the blocks within
the park, illustrated for two days, on a human scale, the diploma project of arch. Raluca Sabău.
The community has understood that rehabilitation of a block means more than covering it
with polystyrene. We talked about more light and solar input, the air quality, the energy
efficiency, the improvement of the structure of the block, and about another side of it, and
we enjoyed together greenhouses and green terraces obtained through an extension on the
structure which can structurally rehabilitate the block. All of this would actually translate into
a real improvement in the quality of living in such a block.

“BLOCK IN THE FUTURE” CONCEPT for the MODEL sc. 1:1 (TEMPORARY INSTALATION) - Armoniei street 24
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MODEL 1:1, ARMONIEI street, No. 24
60

BSOCIALIST ”BLOCK” on ARMONIEI street, No. 24 - BEFORE

SOCIALIST ”BLOCK” on ARMONIEI street, No. 24 - AFTER
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PICTURES TUDOR NEIGHBORHOOD DAY
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BLOCULMEU.RO

As a continuation of TudorDurabil 2015, Mnemonics 2018, Possible District 2018, Improving
Tudor 2019, and Tudor District Day, the UNDAVERDE Association launched the national
campaign www.bloculmeu.ro to see how many people across the country want such a block.
Residents of socialist blocks can send the message “I want another block” by visiting the site
and filling the form, and the next step will be to build a pilot project.
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WHAT IS NEXT?

workshop IMPROVING TUDOR
URBAN REGENERATION AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY OF SOCIALIST NEIGHBORHOODS

APRIL 1ST � 6TH, 2019
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